
  

At Solar Screen Pricing that Can't be Beat 
our Austin Solar Screens are the answer to 

"Providing you Relief from the Hot Texas Heat" 

  

 

Solar Window Screens are the number one way to shade a window from the sun.   

A solar window screen (a.k.a. sun shade screen, solar shade, sun screen and window 
shade screens) made by wwwJoshHobbs.com can fit over any size or shape of a 
window that belongs to a home including mobile homes or windows of commercial 
businesses. We custom build our solar screens unique to the size and shape of your 
window, and we will only custom build one kind of a solar window screen and that is the 
highest end solar window screen that we can. It doesn’t make sense to spend the 
money and to make an investment like this for an inferior product, so we don’t fool 
around with any materials that we feel to be inferior. We only use the Phifer Suntex 
80% and 90% shading fabrics, and for enhanced stability we use 1” heavy duty framing 
with miter cut corners held together by aluminum corner inserts, not plastic. We do not 
use any type of plastic. Plastic in this Texas heat will only become brittle and thus 
break. -Here in Austin we see all the time were other installers will cheapen out to use 
inferior components like plastic corners and invariably they all at some point become 
worthless an brittle.- For both the 80% and 90% Suntex solar screen fabrics we offer 
five colors to choose from. On our website you can see these colors and you can order 
a free sample kit which includes fabric swatch samples of all five colors. -We only mail 
this sample kit to addresses within our Austin TX service area.-  We additional offer five 
frame colors to choose from, which are also listed on our website www.JoshHobbs.com 
and included within the free sample kit.  We do not offer a pickup self install service for 
our solar window screens, we only build and install screens for the windows we have 
measured (we do not ship our solar screens, build solar screens for pickup orders or 
build solar screens for self installers).  From our website you can quickly and easily 
create your own estimate to see what the installed solar screen cost would be for the 
windows of your Austin TX house or commercial business building. Additionally, we 
have multiple pages of hi-res Solar Window Screen Pictures, showing what our solar 
screens look like on the different types of homes. If you are wanting to educate yourself 
about solar windows screens, we have a great Questions and Answers page that for 
sure will have your question and an appropriate answer on it.  Our Q&A page is very 
thorough. To learn about JoshHobbs.com and to read 100s of feedback and reviews 
from our customer, we have multiple Solar Screen Customer Feedback pages for you 
to take a look at. And, if you would like to learn about how we install our solar window 
screens on the many various types of windows, we have a page titled Videos of How 
We Install.  

 

 

Article - “Solar Window Screens are the number one way to shade a window from the sun.” 
This article was written for and published on the website http://www.austinsolarscreenservices.com/ 
 


